
SAINIK SCHOOL BHUBANESWAR 

 SUMMER VACATION TASK 2020 – 21 (CLASS IX) 
 
 

GEOGRAPHY 
 

 
1. Draw and show the movements of tectonic plates. 

2. Show different plate boundaries of the world. 

3. Draw India’s extent and standard meridian. 

4. Show seven largest countries of the world in term of areas through a 
histogram. 
 

5. Draw India’s relief features by using different colours. 
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BIOLOGY 
 
 

1. Draw the structure of a nerve cell, a smooth muscle cell, a bone cell and a fat cell. 
 
2. Write a paragraph on the contribution of Camillo Golgi in the field of cell biology. 

 
3. Explain the structure of nucleus and the role of its different component present in 
the nucleus. 

 
4. Name any 10 scientists, their country of origin and their findings or discovery on 
the structure of cell and its components. 

 
5. Collect the seeds of any 10 varieties of vegetable crop plants. 

 
6. Draw a labeled diagram of a plant cell on a A4 size chart paper. 

 
7. Draw a labeled diagram of an animal cell on a chart paper and state the 
significance or function of all the labeled parts on the chart paper. 

 
8. Name any 08  vaccines and the diseases for which the vaccines are taken in our 
country. 

 
9. Explain the status of cell when kept in 3 different types of osmotic solutions. 

 
10. Answer the following related to COVID-19:- 

(a) Describe and draw the structure of COVID-19. 

(b)  Which part of human body is mainly affected? 

(c)  How does the corona virus spread? 

(d)  What is the meaning of term “incubation period”? What is the incubation 

period of the corona virus disease? 

(e) Who is most at risk for the corona virus disease? 
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MATHEMATICS 
 

BOOK-MATHEMATICS TEXT BOOK 

Write all exercise question-answers in a copy 

 

CHAPTER 1 – NUMBER SYSTEM  

 

Complete Exercise Nos.  1.1, 1.2 , 1.3 ,1.4 , 1.5 ,1.6 

 

EXTRA QUESTIONS 

Write the correct answer using the options for Q Nos. 1 - 6. 
 
1.   Between two irrational numbers 

(a) there are infinitely many rational numbers  
(b) there is exactly one rational number 
(c) there is no rational number   
(d) there are only rational numbers and no irrational numbers 

 
2.   The sum of any two irrational numbers is 

(a) always an irrational number   
(b) always a rational number 
(c) always an integer    
(d) sometimes rational, sometimes irrational     

 
3.   Between two rational numbers there will be 

(a) countable rational numbers. 
(b) 100 rational numbers. 
(c) finite number of rational numbers. 
(d) infinitely many rational numbers. 

 
4.   The statement, which is true, is 

(a) every integer is a rational number. 
(b) ‘Zero’ is natural number. 
(c) every irrational number is an integer. 
(d) every rational number is an integer. 

 
5.   A number in the form p/q, where p, q are any integer and q  0 is  

(a) an irrational number. 
(b) a rational number. 
(c) an integer. 
(d) a natural number. 
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6.   0.2020020002…  is 
(a) a natural number. 
(b) a whole number. 
(c) a non - terminating recurring number. 
(d) a non - terminating non-recurring number 

 
7.    Show how √3 can be represented on the number line. 

 
8.   Show how √2 can be represented on the number line. 

 
9.   Find the value 

        
( )

+
( )

+
( )

 

10.    Find the value.     

 

11.   If  √

√
+

√

√
= m + n√5  , find  value of  m and n 
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CHAPTER 2 – POLYNOMIALS 

 

Complete Exercise Nos.  2.1, 2.2 , 2.3 ,2.4 , 2.5 

 

EXTRA QUESTIONS 

Write the correct answer using the options for Q Nos. 1 - 5. 
 
 
1.       √53 is a polynomial of degree 

(a)   2             (b)  0              (c)  1              (d)  0.5 

2. The value of the polynomial   5x – 4x2 + 3, when x = 1 is 
 
            (a)  – 6    (b)  6   (c)  4  (d)  –2 

3.    The coefficient of x2 in the       expansion of (x + 3)3 is 
 
            (a)  1              (b)  9              (c)  18             (d)  27 

4.  Which of the following is a factor    of    (x + y)3 – (x3 + y3) ? 
 
            (a)  x2 + y2 + 2xy (b) x2 + y2 – xy          (c) xy2               (d)  3(x+y) 

5.       One of the factors of (25x2 – 1) + (1 + 5x)2 is 
 

(a) 5 + x  (b) 5 – x  (c) 5x – 1  (d)   10x 
 
 6.  Show that p – 1 is a factor of  p10 – 1 and also of  p11 – 1. 

 7.  For what value of m is x3 – 2mx2 + 16 divisible by x + 2 ? 

 8.  If  x + 2a  is a factor of x5 – 4a2x3 + 2x + 2a + 3, find a. 

 9.  Find the value of m so that 2x – 1 be a factor of 8x4 + 4x3 – 16x2 + 10x + m. 

 10. If  x + 1 is a factor of ax3 + x2 – 2x + 4a – 9, find the value of a. 
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CHAPTER 3 – COORDINATE GEOMETRY 

 
 

Complete Exercise Nos.  3.1, 3.2 , 3.3 
 
 

EXTRA QUESTIONS 
 

Write the correct answer using the options 

  
1. If P (– 1, 1), Q (3, – 4), R(1, –1), S(–2, –3) and T (– 4, 4) are plotted on the 
graph paper, then the point(s) in the fourth quadrant are 

(a) P and T      (b) Q and R  
(c) Only S      (d) P and R 
 

2. On which of the following equations, the point of the form (2a, -2a) lies? 
(a)   x = -m  (b)   x + y = 0  (c)    y = x  (d)   y = -x 
 

3. Without plotting the points indicate the quadrant in which they will lie, if 
(a) ordinate is 5 and abscissa is – 3   
(b) abscissa is – 5 and ordinate is – 3 
(c) abscissa is – 5 and ordinate is 3   
(d) ordinate is 6 and abscissa 3 
(e) abscissa is – 5 and ordinate is +3   
(f) ordinate is 5 and abscissa is -3 
 

4. Signs of the abscissa and ordinate of a point in the second quadrant are 
respectively 

(a)  +, +  (b) –, –   (c)  –, +  (d)  +, – 
 

5. Ordinate of all points on the x-axis is 
(a)  0   (b)  1   (c)  – 1   (d)  any number 
 

6. Abscissa of all the points on the x-axis is 
(a)  0   (b)  1   (c)  2   (d)  any number 
 

7. The point at which the two coordinate axes meet is called the 
(a)  abscissa (b)  ordinate  (c)  origin   (d)  quadrant 
 

8. On plotting the points O (0, 0), A (3, 0), B (3, 4), C (0, 4) and joining OA, AB,  
BC and CO which of the following figure is obtained? 
(a) Square   (b) Rectangle  (c) Trapezium  (d)  Rhombus 

 
9. Abscissa of a point is positive in  

(a) I and II quadrants  (b) I and IV quadrants  
(c) I quadrant only   (d) II quadrant only 
 

10. The perpendicular distance of the point P (3, 4) from the y-axis is  
(a)  3   (b)  4   (c)  5   (d)  7 
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CHAPTER 4 – LINEAR EQUATIONS IN TWO VARIABLES 

 

Complete Exercise Nos.  4.1, 4.2 , 4.3 ,4.4 

 

EXTRA QUESTIONS 

 Write the correct answer using the options for Q Nos. 1 - 7. 

  

1. The linear equation 2x – 5y = 7 has  
(a)  A unique solution    (b)  Two solutions  
(c)  Infinitely many solutions    (d)  No solution 
 

2.  The equation 2x + 5y = 7 has a unique solution, if x, y are: 
  (a)  Natural numbers    (b)  Positive real numbers  

 (c)  Real numbers   (d)  Rational numbers 
 

3.  If (2, 0) is a solution of the linear equation 2x + 3y = k, then the value of k is 
  (a)  4   (b)  6   (c) 5   (d) 2 
 
 4.  The graph of the linear equation 2x + 3y = 6 cuts the y-axis at the point  

(a)  (2, 0)   (b)  (0, 3)   (c)  (3, 0)   (d)  (0, 2) 
 

5.  The equation x = 7, in two variables, can be written as  
(a)  1 . x + 1 . y = 7  (b)  1. x + 0. y = 7  
(c) 0 . x + 1 . y = 7   (d)  0 . x + 0 . y = 7 
 

6. Any point on the x-axis is of the form  
(a)  (x, y)   (b)  (0, y)   (c)  (x, 0)  (d)  (x, x)  
 

7.  Any point on the line y = x is of the form  
(a)  (a, a)   (b)  (0, a)   (c)  (a, 0)   (d)  (a, – a) 
 

8.  Draw the graph of the linear equation 3x + 4y = 6. At what points, the graph 
cuts the x-axis and the y-axis. 
 
9.  Show that the points A (1, 2), B (– 1, – 16) and C (0, – 7) lie on the graph of 
the linear equation y = 9x – 7. 
 
10.  Draw the graph of the linear equation 2x + 3y = 12. At what points, the graph 
of the equation cuts the x-axis and the y-axis? 
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CHAPTER 5 – INTRODUCTION TO EUCLID’S GEOMETRY 

 

Complete Exercise Nos.  5.1, 5.2 

 

EXTRA QUESTIONS 

 Write the correct answer using the options. 
 
1. The three steps from solids to points are :  

(a) Solids - surfaces - lines – points  (b) Solids - lines - surfaces - points  
(c) Lines - points - surfaces - solids   (d) Lines - surfaces - points – solids 
 

2.  The number of dimensions, a solid has : 
  (a)  1   (b)  2   (c)  3   (d)  0  
 
3.  The number of dimensions, a surface has :  

(a)  1   (b)  2   (c)  3   (d)  0  
 

4.  The number of dimension, a point has :  
(a)  0   (b)  1   (c)  2   (d)  3  

 
5.  Euclid divided his famous treatise “The Elements” into :  

(a)  13 chapters  (b)  12 chapters  (c)  11 chapters  (d)  9 chapters  
 

6.  The total number of propositions in the Elements are :  
(a)  465   (b)  460   (c)  13   (d)  55 

 
7.  Boundaries of solids are:  

(a)  surfaces  (b)  curves   (c)  lines   (d)  points  
 

8.  Boundaries of surfaces are:  
(a)  surfaces  (b)  curves  (c)  lines   (d)  points  

 
9.   A pyramid is a solid figure, the base of which is  

(a)  only a triangle   (b)  only a square   
(c)  only a  rectangle   (d)  any polygon 

 
10.  The side faces of a pyramid are :  

(a)  triangles  (b)  squares  (c)  polygons (d)   trapeziums 
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ORIYA 
 

1.  150 g± c]ýùe CZe ùfL -( CLASS - IX ) 

(K)  cYòh cûUòKê bêfò Kò_eò iað^ûg _[ùe MZòKeêQò - _VòZ KaòZû @^êieYùe 
ùfL ö 
 

(L)  _ûAKa]ìe C\þùaû]^ùe C}kúd ^ûeúe ù\gù_âc Kò_eò _âZò`kòZ ùjûAQò 
ùfL ö 
 

(M)  icûR _ûAñ icìj\éÁòe @ûagýKZû _VòZ _âa§ @^êieYùe ùfL ö 

(N)  _âKéZa§ê _âa§ Kê bòZòKeòò ^òüiûß[ð a§êZûe ißeì_ Kò_eò Zûjû aêSûAùfL ö 

(O)  aògûßcòZâ aêSò_ûeòùf ù~ aâjàùZR i¹êLùe _ûgaòK gqò KòQò̂ êjñ - Kò_eò ? 

(P)  RûZúd Rúa^e aòKûg _ûAñ @ûagýK MêYûakú \é¾û« ij aêSûA ùfL ö 

(Q)  _âKéZa§êZûe ißeì_ _VòZ _âa§ @^êieYùe @ûùfûP^û Keò ùfL ö 

(R)  ùMû_a§êu cjû_âdûY CKôkúd cû^u _ûAñ Kò_eò gì̂ ýiûÚ^ eP^û KeòQò ùfL  

(S)  ùfLK ùMû\ûaeúg cjû_ûZâu Rúa^ùe aûc^e jûZ I @ûKûge P¦âe 
iZýZû Kò_eò _âcûYòZ @ûùfûP^û Keò ùfL ö 
 

(T)  RûZò_ûAñ RûZúd Rúa^e @ûagýKZû I RûZúd Rúa^ _ûAñ @ ê̂eì_ ù~ûMýZûe 
ißeì_ ^òR bûhûùe aêSûA ùfL ö 
 

2.   \gc ùgâYúe ajò ~\ò _û@ , Zûjûùf cû^ùMûaò¦ u cjû^Zû aòhd UòKê _Xò 
KYaêSòf ^òR bûhûùe ùfL ?   

Gaõ 
 

     R^àbìcò _âa§ UòKê _Xò KY aêSòf ò̂R bûhûùe ùfLò @ûYòaûKê ùPÁûKeòa ö 
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HINDI 
 

 
1.   25 He³ee&³eJee®eer Meyo, 25 efJeueesce Meyo, 25 meceÞegefle efYeVeeLe&keÀ Meyo Deewj 25 DeveskeÀ MeyoeW 
kesÀ efueS SkeÀ Meyo efueKeW~ 
 
2.   DeHekeÀs efjMlesoejeW ³ee Heæ[esme ceW Heeuelet HeMeg-Heef#e³eeW keÀes jKeves keÀer mecem³eeDeeW kesÀ yeejs ceW efueefKeS 
Deewj meeLe ner GvekeÀer mecem³eeDeeW keÀe meceeOeeve megPeeFS~ 
 
3.   DeeHeves uee@keÀ[eGve kesÀ mece³e ceW keÌ³ee me=peveelcekeÀ keÀe³e& efkeÀ³ee , GmekesÀ yeejs ceW yeleeles ngS DeHeves 
efMe#ekeÀ keÀes He$e efueKeW~ 
 
4.   mketÀue cewiepeerve kesÀ efueS DeHeves ceve mes keÀesF& keÀefJelee, keÀneveer, efveyebOe, ®egìkegÀuee, jes®ekeÀ leL³e, 
peerJeveer ³ee keÀesF& Ssmeer Ieìvee keÀe JeCe&ve keÀjW efpememes DeeHekesÀ mekeÀejelcekeÀ efJe®eej Deewj ¢æ{ ngS neW~ 
 
5.   efJeMJe ceneceejer keÀesjesvee mebyebefOele peevekeÀejer SkeÀef$ele keÀjW Deewj Gmemes ye®eves keÀe Ghee³e yeleeles ngS 
SkeÀ Heefj³eespevee keÀe³e& lew³eej keÀjW~ 
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ENGLISH 
 

 
1. Write down essays on each of the following topics in about 200 words : 

(a) Everything is possible through our Collective Efforts 
(b) Eradication of Corruption is Eradication of Poverty 
(c) An Honest Man is the Noblest Creature of the God 
(d) Save Energy for the Future 
(e) A Soldier lives and dies like a Hero 
(f) My Vision of an Ideal Society 
(g) Pain and Pleasure in Human Life 
 

2. Develop and complete each of the stories in about 150 – 200 words with the 
following beginnings. Write a suitable title for each of the stories. 
 

(a) Story 1 
Opening the door slowly, a man entered my room. All the inmates of the 

house were sound asleep. Only I was awake. I pretended to be asleep. Suddenly 
I saw a man with a long knife in his hand. He looked cautiously about. Thinking 
that all were asleep he started ransacking the room. There was an iron safe in 
one corner of the room. He went there. He had a bunch of keys of all types. He 
tried the keys one by one. At last one of the keys fitted the lock and it opened 
with a jerk. The man now picked up all the valuables and tied them in a bundle. 
Not satisfied with his booty, he went into the adjoining room. 

Now was an opportunity for me. I quietly jumped out of the bed and closed 
the door behind him.  

 
(b) Story 2 

The school was closed for the autumn break in October. I had an invitation 
from my friend to spend my holidays with him in Calcutta. As we had been 
together at school for a number of years, it was a good opportunity to meet him 
again.  

It was rather late when I came back from school on that day. I still had to 
pack up my things. Therefore, I hurriedly set to collect my things. They all lay 
scattered about in the room. I had only a few minutes at my disposal. It was 
about 9 pm when I was ready. 

After a hurried meal, I came out. Luckily I got a taxi near my house. After 
asking the taxi – driver to drive me fast to the station, I relaxed for a while. Soon I 
was at the station. I engaged a coolie and rushed to the platform. My berth was 
reserved and I had no doubt that I would catch the train. Unfortunately, I 
stumbled on the way. When I reached the platform, I saw the train moving out of 
the platform. 
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HISTORY 
 

 
1. Prepare a Project Report of atleast 25 pages on “THE FRENCH 
REVOLUTION” consisting of the following:- 
 

(a) The Map of France in 1789. 

(b) The pictures of the French Rulers, storming of the Bastille Prison, the 
Tennis Court oath, and of the French Philosophers. 
 

(c)  A society of Estates. (Table) 

(d) Important events and dates. 

(e) Social, Political and Economic causes in brief. 

(f) Contribution of the French Philosophers with their pictures. 

(g) The Declaration of Rights of man and citizen. 

(h) Political symbols and their significance. 

(i) Women Revolution in France with Pictures. 

(j)  Brief information on “France abolishes Monarchy and becomes a 
Republic.” 
 

(k)  Important events after the French Revolution. 

(l)  Contribution of Napolean Bonaparte after the French Revolution  

Or 

Rise of Napolean. 

(m)  Impacts of the French Revolution on World Politics. 
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PHYSICS 
 
 

1. Identify the kind of motion in the following cases: 
(a) A car  moving with constant speed turning around a curve. 
(b) An  electron orbiting around nucleus. 
 

2. An artificial satellite is moving in a circular orbit of radius 36,000  km.   
Calculate its speed if it takes 24 hours to revolve around the earth ? 
  
3. Define average speed? 

 
4. A bus travels a distance of 120 km with a speed of 40 km/hr and returns with 
a speed of 30 km/hr. Calculate the average speed for the entire journey? 

 
5. Define uniform  and non-uniform motion ? 
 
6. What does the odometer of an automobile measure?  

 
7. Which of the following is moving faster ? Justify your answer. 

(a) A scooter is moving with a speed of 300m per minute. 
(b) A car is moving  with a speed of 36 km per hour. 

 
8. A car travels from stop A to stop B with a speed of 30 km/hr and then returns 
back to A with a  speed of 50 km/hr. Find the following:- 

(a) Displacement of the car. 
(b) Distance travelled by the car. 
(c) Average speed of the car. 
 

9. Velocity-time graph for the motion of an object in a straight path is a straight 
line parallel to the time axis. 
 
10. Identify the nature of motion of the body. 
 
11. Find the acceleration of the body. 

 
12. Draw the shape of distance-time graph for this type of motion. 

 
13. Draw the shape of distance-time graph for uniform and non-uniform motion of 
object. A bus of starting from rest moves with uniform acceleration of 0.1 ms(-2) for 2 
minutes. Find the following:- 

(a) The speed acquired. 
(b) The distance travelled. 
 

14. Define uniform acceleration. What is the acceleration of a body moving with 
uniform velocity? 
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15. A particle moves over three quarters of a circle of radius r. What is the 
magnitude of it’s displacement? 
 
16.  A bus accelerates uniformly from 54 km/hr to 72 km/hr in 10 seconds 
Calculate acceleration in m/s2 distance covered by the bus in meters during this 
interval. 

 
17. A car moves with a speed of 30 km /hr(-1) for half an hour,25 km /hr(-1) for an 
hour and 40 km/hr(-1) for two hours. Calculate the average speed of the car? 
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CHEMISTRY 
 
 

1. Draw the following into a tabulation form in three different chart papers: 
(a) Chapter 1- Measuring physical quantity, their S.I unit and their 
respective symbol (refer page no. 12) 
(b) Chapter 2- Common examples of colloid (refer page no. 18) 
(c) Chapter 3- Name of the elements and their symbol (at least 30). 
(d) State the difference between the following- 
(e) Evaporation and boiling. 
(f) Element compound and mixture. 
(g) Solid, liquid and gas 
(h) True solution, suspension and colloid. 
 

2. Prepare a model to demonstrate movement of particles in solids, liquids and 
gases.  
 
3. Briefly explain the separation techniques used in the following mixture:- 

(a) mixture of salt, water and camphor 
(b) oil and water 
(c) dye  
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COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 

ASSIGNMENT-1 
 

1. Create the following table using Microsoft Word 

S.Kumar & Sons 

Kolkata 

MESSERS 

                 ABC LTD 

                 ------------------------------

                 ------------------------------

 

BILL NO                 SK/231 

                               ----------------------------------- 

DATE                     01/04/2015 

                              ------------------------------------ 

 
Sl. No. Particulars Qty Units Rate Trade 

Disc(2%
) 

Amount 

1 Cover 10 PCS 85.00   
2 Floppy 10 PCS 190.00   
3 Mother Board 10 PCS 9,900.00   
4 Cd-Drive 20 PCS 3,900.00   

       

   GROSS 
AMOUNT 

   

   CST 4%   

   NET 
AMOUNT 

 

   

REMARKS 

Cash discount 5% if paymnt 

Received with in 10 days 

 

For 

S. Kumar & Sons 
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ASSIGNMENT 2 

 
1. Create a template with following decisions and save with your name under 
template folder. 

(a) Paper declaration 
  Page size  : Letter 
  Print area : 6.5”x 7” 

Gutter  :  0.3” 
 (b) Style declaration 

(i) Heading 
Font  : Benguiat Bk Bt 
Font size :  14 points 
Font color : Gold 
Font style : Bold,Underlined 
Alignment : Center 
(ii) Text 
Font  : Times New Roman 
Font size :10 points 
Font color :Blue 
Font style :italic 
Alignment :Right 

(c) Header and Footer declaration: 
(i) First page 
Header-Blank 
Footer-Blank 
(ii) Odd Pages 
Header-“Word Template…” with right alignment 
Footer-Keep page number with center alignment 
(iii) Even Pages 
Header-“Learn something from problem…” with left alignment 
 Footer-Keep page number with center alignment 

 
2. Write down the following  formulas using Microsoft  word 

(a) Simplify,    10 +  √5 10 −  √5   . 

(b)  Simplify,    2   . 2   . 
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ASSIGNMENT 3 
 

1. Open your last saved document. 

2. Select all features of MS-Word from the end part of your document and give 
Bullet format. 
 

3. Select other paragraphs and give number format. 

4. Select entire document and give the following indentations: 
Left indent  : 1” 
First line indent   : .5” 
Right indent  : 1” 

5. Give 1.5 lines spacing for the paragraphs. 

6. Give paragraph after for normal paragraphs as 6 points. 

7. Prepare the following matter as it is at the end of the document. 

(a) The Institute of Computer Accountants Inside Kolkata 

(i) Dalhousie 

(aa) Training 

(ab) Office 

(ii) Behala 

(iii) Brabourne Road 

(iv) Gariahat 

(v) Hazra 

(vi) Kankurgarchi 

(vii) Minto Park 

 

8. Format paragraphs with justified alignment and center align the heading. 

 

 

 

 


